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Abstract— Fog represent high impact atmospherical
phenomena especially for aviation. In particular, in 2001 the
Linate Airport in Milan was interested by a disaster, the
deadliest air disaster to ever occur in Italian aviation history,
due to un-forecasted thick fog. For this reason, improvement of
fog monitoring and forecast tool is a challenge topic for the
aviation community. Moreover, forecasting fog is an important
issue for air traffic safety because adverse visibility conditions
represent one of the major causes of traffic delay and of the
economic loss associated with such phenomena. In such
context, the present work illustrates a Data Mining application
for the fog forecast on a short time range (1 hour) on Linate
airport. Indeed two predictive models have been trained using
an historical dataset of 18 years of fog observations and other
relevant meteorological parameters collected in the Synop
message by applying BayesNet and Neural Network
algorithms. The performances evaluation shows the complete
model for fog events forecasting presents 90% of instances
correctly predicted. The work has been carried on according to
the standard process (CRISP-DM) for Knowledge Discovery in
Database Process.
Keywords-Data Mining; Forecast Fog; Bayesian Networks,
Artificial Neural Networks; Knowledge Discovery in
Meteorological Database Process; Weka; CRISP-DM.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Forecasting of adverse weather condition, having high
impact on the different phases of the flight (e.g., taxing,
landing, take off), is an important issue for air traffic safety.
For this reason, many efforts are spent by aviation research
for improving the capability to forecast them on different
time range. For example, adverse visibility conditions
severely affect air traffic operations especially during the
landing and take-off phases and thereby reduce the capacity
of an airport. This leads to the built-up of a wave of delayed
flights in case demand exceeds the reduced capacity, which
is especially critical at major hubs, such as, for Italy, Linate
during peak times. Since these hubs are central nodes in the
air traffic network, the effect also spreads causing the event
to be of much more than just local importance. Indeed the
occurrence of low ceilings and/or poor visibility conditions
restricting the flow of air traffic into major airport terminals
is one of the major causes of traffic delay and of the
economic loss associated with such phenomena [1]. For
these reasons, a fast forecasting is crucial to manage the
occurrence of these events and to mitigate their impact over
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the whole airport system. Consequently, it is important to
deeply understand the process leading to the formation of fog
and justifies the efforts made by meteorologists to forecast
such events.
In this paper, we introduce a method for fog nowcasting
(short-range forecasting of 1 hour) on Linate Airport in
Milan using Data Mining techniques. Indeed Data Mining
(DM) [2] – also called “Knowledge Discovery in Databases”
– refers to the process of extraction or “mining” useful
knowledge from large amounts of data. DM draws upon
ideas, such as sampling, estimation, and hypothesis testing
from statistics and search algorithms, modeling techniques,
and learning theories from artificial intelligence, pattern
recognition, and machine learning.
DM can represent a useful analysis method for this
complex meteorological phenomenon because it has the
ability to work with many data described by a high number
of variables.
In order to obtain DM models for fog prediction, we used
an historical dataset consisting of 164.352 meteorological
SYNOP observations collected at Milan’s Linate airport
station from January 1996 until September 2014.
Knowledge Discovery in Database Process, that we
carried on in order to predict fog events, is been conducted
according to the standard process conceived from the CrossIndustry Standard Process for DM (CRISP-DM) [3]. Every
step of the process has been supported by the validation of
domain experts. In this work we used the Weka tool (Version
3.6.14) (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis) [4]
to carry on DM analysis. In particular, we used the Weka
Explorer interface to mine data by applying Bayesian and
Artificial Neural Networks algorithms.
A. Structure of the paper
The paper is organized by describing all the CRISP
phases one by one. In Section II, the Business Understanding
is carried on in order to understand the fog phenomenon and
its development, to explore the state of the art from
meteorological and DM points of view, and to fix DM goals.
In Section III, we illustrate the data collection, the data
sources, the variables and statistics of the attributes. In
Section IV, we explain all the activities of the Data
Preparation phase aimed at constructing the final datasets to
be mined; in particular, the preprocessing phase and the
hold-out method. In Section V, we provide details about the
Modeling phase: from the identification of target functions to
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model testing. Finally, in Section VI, we present the
Evaluation phase and, in Section VII, we show our
considerations.
II.

BUSINESS UNDERSTANDING

This first step of the CRISP-DM process includes fixing
of the business objectives, Data Mining goals and assess
situation.
A. Fog Formation and State of the Art of Fog Nowcasting
Fog is basically a cloud of small water droplets near
ground level and sufficiently dense to reduce horizontal
visibility to less than 1 km (3281 feet). The word fog also
may refer to clouds of smoke particles, ice particles, or
mixtures of these components. Under similar conditions, but
with visibility greater than 1000 m, the phenomenon is
termed a mist or haze, depending on whether the obscurity is
caused by water drops or solid particles. The formation of
fog is due to the condensation of water vapor on
condensation nuclei (non-gaseous solid particles) to form
water droplets, near the ground. Fog usually develops when
relative humidity is near 100% and when the air temperature
and dew point temperature are close to each other or less
than 4˚F (2.5˚C). When air reaches 100% of relative
humidity, its dew point is said to be saturated and can thus
hold no more water vapor. As a result, the water vapor
condenses to form water droplets and fog. The formation of
fog is a complex process involving highly non-linear
interactions between surface and sub-surface processes,
atmospheric radiation, turbulence and flows. Such
interactions are not adequately described by the current
operational Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) [5],
because the vertical and horizontal resolutions are larger than
the corresponding fog scales [6] that are of the order of 1 km
on the horizontal scale and up to few ten meters on the
vertical scale. For these reasons these models [1] [7] [8] are
unable to treat complex three-dimensional flows due to their
poor representation of horizontal heterogeneities [6].
In order to overcome such limitations, dedicated NWP
models have been implemented [9] in order to predict the
formation of fog in regions of complex terrain and reach
horizontal grid resolution of 1km or better. The disadvantage
of such models lies on the computational costs required to
run them [5]. For this reason, they can be applied only on
small domains and on high speed computer [5].
Finally, the statistical methods [10] can overcome the
above-mentioned problems but they require long time series
of homogeneous data and they can be used only for specific
locations for which the fog events can be correlated to the
local conditions. In fact fog events can be triggered by
different physical causes and their characteristic strongly
depends on the specific geographical location [11].
Traditional data analysis techniques (including statistical
and physical driven techniques) have been often faced with
practical difficulties in meeting the challenges posed by new
datasets including meteorological datasets (with a high
number of records, variables, sources, etc.). DM techniques
can represent useful analysis methods because they are able
to investigate different meteorological variables coming from
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numerous datasets. DM techniques provide a high level of
prediction in terms of consistency and frequency of correct
predictions.
Prediction is the most used DM task in meteorology
domain. DM has been applied successfully to predict
different weather elements like wind speed [12] [13], rainfall
[14] [15], cloud [16] and temperature [17] [18].
DM description task is carried on in [19] and [20] by
using Decision Trees and Bayesian Networks in order to
create some fog local indices, based on the post-processing
of meteorological variables. The same methods were used in
[21] for creation of some basic neural network structures that
were further adapted to local prediction models. This
approach was implemented and tested in various conditions
of major Australian airports. The fog formation and its
important parameters were identified based on collected
historical dataset from the International Airport of Rio de
Janeiro [22]. In [23] the authors describe three short-range
fog-forecasting models by applying Bayesian Networks in
order to predict fog events between 0-3 hours on Paris
Charles De Gaulle airport.
The availability of a long time series data set (SYNOP
data) together with the necessity to describe such
phenomenon in a specific site (Milan’s Linate airport), make
the DM approach one of the best solutions in describing and
short range forecasting fog phenomena.
B. Business Objectives and Data Mining Goals
The Business objective is to develop an algorithm, which
is able to describe, and nowcast fog phenomenon over
Milan’s Linate Airport, using DM techniques and Synop
data. In particular, the objective is to forecast a fog event on
the time range of 1 hour, associating a prediction probability.
Classification models will be trained in order to forecast fog
events. Of course, probabilities can be transferred into crisp
event forecasts, but since developments in air traffic
management systems point towards more and more
automation and decision support, direct use of probabilities
will be favored because it enables detailed cost benefit
analysis for triggering decisions
III.

DATA UNDERSTANDING

This step of the CRISP-DM includes the initial data
collection, data description, data exploration, and the
verification of data quality.
A. Data Collection
In order to build a predictive model using DM techniques
for fog forecast, a historical dataset made up of fog
observations and relevant meteorological parameters needs
to be built. Data have been collected from ECMWF MARS
Archive [24] containing the surface Synoptic observations
(SYNOP) provided by Linate meteorological station.
TABLE I.
#
1

Name
Date

2

Pressure

LIST OF METEOROLOGICAL VARIABLES
Description
Units
Date of the observation
Date
Force per unit area exerted against a surface by
Pa
the weight of the air above that surface
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three hour
Change of the pressure with respect to three
Pa
pressure change
hours ago
char pressure Coded values indicating how the pressure has
4
tendency
changed during one hour
5 wind direction
Wind direction at 10 m
Deg
6 wind speed
Wind speed at 10 m
kn
It represents the greatest distance at which a
black object of suitable dimensions can be seen.
7
Visibility
m
Visibility values below 1 km indicate the
presence of fog
Coded values describing the weather phenomena
8 present weather present at the time of the observation. Values
between 40-49 indicate the presence of fog
Coded values describing weather phenomena
9 past weather1
occurring during the preceding hour
Coded values describing weather phenomena
10 past weather2
occurring during the two preceding hours
Values between 0 and 8 indicating the fraction
of the celestial dome covered by all clouds
11 cloud cover
visible. It is estimated in eighths (okta) of sky okta
covered by clouds. Clear sky is indicated with 0
okta, overcast with 8
height of base
12
Height of bases of clouds above ground level
m
of cloud
Coded values reporting the type of cloud and the
13 cloud type
state of sky
Temperature at which moist air saturated with
respect to water at a given pressure has a
14 Dewpoint saturation mixing ratio equal to the given mixing °C
ratio (ratio between the mass of water vapour
and the mass of dry air)
Temperature of the air measured with a
15
Drybulb
°C
thermometer shielded to radiation and humidity
3

SYNOP observations are recorded every hour. A list of
the meteorological variables used for DM and selected from
the SYNOP message is reported in the TABLE I.
B. Fog Event Description
Each fog event can be defined as a sequence of SYNOP
records with a visibility attribute value less or equal than
1000 meters. Each record describes the weather conditions
observed. Fog events are characterized by an initial and final
SYNOP message: the first recording is the head of the event;
the last one is the end of fog event; one or more persistences
of YES are between the head and ending in the single fog
event.

Figure 1. Sequences of recordings.

In Figure 1, two examples of fog events are reported: the
first event lasts three hours and the second one lasts two
hours (the second event has no persistence of YES because it
lasts only two hours and the first hour is the head while the
last one is the end).
C. Data Exploration
The collected dataset contains 164.352 instances
belonging to the period from 1st January 1996 until 30th
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September 2014. Using the WEKA’s explorer interface [4]
[28] we are easily able to view histograms for each attribute
in TABLE I and plot matrices of different attribute
combinations. WEKA also displays basic statistics for each
numeric attribute. In the following, some histograms are
reported in order to investigate data and variables. For
example, Figure 2 reports the number of instances of
Dewpoint variable in the dataset considered. Dewpoint
histogram presents a distribution similar to a Gaussian one.

Figure 2. Histogram of instances by Dewpint attribute.

In TABLE II some basic statistics are reported.
TABLE II.

STATISTICS OF DEWPOINT ATTRIBUTE
Statistic
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
StdDev
Missing
Distinct

Value
-20.85
22.05
8.001
5.636
10741 (6.53%)
375

The dewpoint temperature has a very low minimum
value. This indicates that there are some outliers in the data
set, which are removed in the next CRISP step.
IV.

DATA PREPARATION

In order to obtain the final dataset that can be used in the
modeling phase, data have been preprocessed to report them
in a format usable by DM algorithms. In the original dataset
there are 10676 missing records corresponding to the same
number of missing hours. For these recordings, we have only
date and time variables. The other attributes are all null.
These missing records are removed from the original dataset,
obtaining a new dataset with 153.676 instances.
A. Variables Transformation and Target Class Creation
The meteorological parameters coded according to the
World Meteorological Organization (WMO) code tables [25]
have been converted from numeric to nominal type in order
to report them in a format usable by DM algorithm. Such
conversion is also required for a clearer reading of data and
results. After the conversion, the target attribute has been
identified according to the domain expert indications. Indeed
the presence of fog is detected if visibility is less than or
equal to 1 km [26].
The histogram of target class of Figure 3 shows how fog
is a quite rare meteorological event on Linate airport: fog
occurs about once every 53 events. Target class is
unbalanced.
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Figure 3. Histogram of instances by class target attribute

Figure 4. Histogram of instances by Month attribute, from Jan. to Dec.

In order to visualize the distribution of FOG according to
the variation of variables, the graph of Figure 4 shows that
fog events, which are represented in blue color, occur mostly
from October to March. In addition, from the histogram of
instances by Hour attribute (not reported), fog events occur
in the early hours of the morning and in the late evening.
B. Model Design
The one-hour prediction model has to be able to
recognize both the beginning and the end of a fog event.
Therefore, two models have been trained, A-model and Bmodel:
1. A-model is used in order to predict the persistence of NO
and the discontinuities from NO to YES (heads of new
fog events).
2. B-model is used in order to predict the persistence of
YES and the discontinuities from YES to NO (endings
of fog events that are heads of NO-fog events), instead.
As a consequence, A-model is used when the occurring
visibility (visibility at time t0) is greater than 1000 m and Bmodel in the other cases. A summary of this criterion is
reported in TABLE III.
TABLE III.

RULE FOR MODELS APPLICATION

if visibility at time t0 > 1000m then A-model
else B-model

C. Hold-Out Method and Forecast Sets Preparation
For DM goal, we adopted the working strategy named
hold-out method [27]. In this method, the original data with
labeled examples is partitioned into two disjoint sets, called
the training and test sets, respectively. A classification model
is induced from the training set and its performances are
evaluated on the test set. The accuracy of the classifier can
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be estimated based on the accuracy of the induced model on
the test set.
As test set we choose the records belonging to the last 13
months of meteorological observations, from 1st September
2013 until 30th September 2014. This test set is called
1YEAR, it has 9314 full weather observations and it has
roughly the same target class distribution of whole dataset.
The DM models should be able to predict fog after one
hour from the recording of the last available SYNOP data.
So, in order to easily forecast fog events, a new dataset is
released starting from the dataset available after Data
Preparation step. Shifting upwards of a position the time
series of FOG variable, we obtain a new target attribute
(FOG+1) describing the condition of fog at time t0+1hour=t1,
while the meteorological attributes remains at time t0. Such
elaboration allows getting a new training set, called FOG+1,
and a new test set, called 1YEAR+1.
In order to obtain two predicting models (A-model and Bmodel), each one of two datasets (FOG+1 and 1YEAR+1)
has been splitted in two subsets.
A_FOG+1, B_FOG+1 aim to train A-model and B-model,
respectively, A_1YEAR+1 is useful to evaluate the
performances of A-model, while B_1YEAR+1 is useful to
evaluate the performances of B-model.
The next schema summarizes all of the steps of the Data
Preparation phase.

Figure 5. Forecast Sets Preparation Schema

In particular, after the step I, detailed in Figure 5, the
original dataset has been cleaned and splitted in two subsets;
after the step II the label class of the two datasets has been
upward shifted for one hour. Finally, in order to obtain the
training and the test sets for A-model we have selected
FOG=”NO”, and to obtain the training and test sets for Bmodel we have selected FOG=”YES”. Therefore, we have
applied the rules of TABLE IV and TABLE V:
TABLE IV.
FOG
NO
NO
TABLE V.
FOG
YES
YES

RULE FOR A_FOG+1 AND A_1YEAR+1 SETS
FOG+1
NO
YES

 Persistence of NO
 Head of fog event

RULE FOR B_FOG+1 AND B_1YEAR+1 SETS
FOG+1
YES
NO

 Persistence of YES
 Ending of fog event

In addition, in order to overcome the class imbalance
problem (Figure 3), the class labels of training sets have been
under sampled, obtaining the same numbers of records with
FOG+1=”NO” and FOG+1=”YES”. However, the two test
sets retain the original class target distributions.
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Finally, the Data Preparation produces the four datasets
presented in TABLE VI, including their sizes.
TABLE VI.

Training
Test

DATASETS ROLES AND DIMENSIONS
A-model
A_FOG+1
1380
A_1YEAR+1
9046 records

V.

B-model
B_FOG+1
1392
B_1YEAR+1
135 records

TABLE VIII.

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class ===
Class
YES
NO

TP Rate
0.884
0.875

A. The A-model
The A-model is a Bayesian Network classifier. It has
been trained on the A_FOG+1 dataset (obtained from
FOG+1 set using the instances tagged by FOG=”NO”). For
the sake of clarity, the training set A_FOG+1 is obtained by
balancing the target class FOG+1, using the WEKA filter
SpreadSubsample that under samples the dataset in order to
obtain the same number of FOG+1=”YES” and
FOG+1=”NO” instances. This balancing technique is used in
order to overcome the class imbalance problem.
In this way, A-set presents 690 records tagged by
FOG+1=”NO” and 690 records tagged by FOG+1=”YES”.
The A-model is trained by using BayesNet WEKA algorithm,
fixing P=3 and A=0.25 by applying cross-validation method
with k = folds = 10. A-model performs on 10-fold crossvalidation and it shows the performances included in
TABLE VII, TABLE VII, and TABLE IX:

ROC Area
0.932
0.932

 Classified as
YES
NO

Observed

A-model shows the performances on A_1YEAR+1 Test
Set included in TABLE X, TABLE XI, and TABLE XII.
TABLE X.

A-MODEL EVALUATION ON A_1YEAR+1

Total Number of Instances
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
TABLE XI.
Class
YES
NO

9046
(93.7431 %)
(6.2569 %)

A-MODEL DETAILED ACCURACY BY CLASS

TP Rate
0.732
0.938

TABLE XII.

8480
566

FP Rate
0.062
0.268

Precision
0.051
0.999

ROC Area
0.934
0.934

CONFUSION MATRIX OF A-MODEL ON A_1YEAR+1
Forecast
YES
NO

 Classified as

30

11

YES

555

8450

NO

Observed

In this test, we analyze the capability of the A-model to
predict the persistence of the condition FOG=”NO” or the
presence of the head of the fog events (FOG=”YES”).
B. The B-model
The B-classifier is an Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
trained on the balanced B_FOG+1 dataset (obtained from
FOG+1 set using the instances tagged by FOG=”YES” and
balancing the target class FOG+1 by using the WEKA filter
SpreadSubsample). In this way, B_FOG+1 presents 696
records tagged by FOG+1=”NO” and 696 records tagged by
FOG+1=”YES”.
The B-model is trained by using the MultilayerPerceptron
algorithm of WEKA, with 10 hidden layers (H=10) and
N=1000 that is the number of epochs to train through. It
performs on 10-fold cross-validation and it shows the
performances included in TABLE XIII, TABLE XIV, and in
TABLE XV:
TABLE XIII.

THE B-MODEL EVALUATION

Total Number of Instances
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances

1207
185

1392
(86.71 %)
(13.29%)

THE B-MODEL DETAILED ACCURACY BY CLASS

A-MODEL EVALUATION

Total Number of Instances
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
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Precision
0.876
0.883

CONFUSION MATRIX OF A-MODEL

Forecast
YES
NO
610
80
86
604

TABLE XIV.
TABLE VII.

FP Rate
0.125
0.116

TABLE IX.

MODELING

After the Data Preparation follows the Modeling phase,
in which the two forecast models are trained and tested.
DM models are simple predictors for time series, where
the prediction of outputs for time t1 is based on the sequence
of historical data observed at time t0.
All obtained prediction models of fog events have been
compared and the achieved results have been evaluated by
means of adequate performance metrics able to highlight the
classifying ability with respect to the fog events and the nofog events separately (e.g., confusion matrix, AUC). The
testing of the two 1-hour classification models show good
performances, as in next Sections reported.
Starting from the two new datasets A_FOG+1 and
B_FOG+1, we are able to train forecast models by using DM
techniques. Indeed a forecast model is a function that takes
into account the meteorological variables measured at time t0
and computes a binary variable FOG+1 that indicates the
presence or absence of fog at time t1 and the respective
probabilities.
In the next Sections, the best obtained models are
described but, for the sake of clarity, in our project many
predictive models have been trained and only the
performances of a Bayesian Net and an Artificial Neural
Network are highly satisfactory for one-hour fog predictions
on Linate airport database.

A-MODEL DETAILED ACCURACY BY CLASS

1214
166

1380
(87.971 %)
(12.029 %)

ISBN: 978-1-61208-558-6

Class
YES
NO

TP Rate
0.888
0.846

FP Rate
0.154
0.112

Precision
0.852
0.883

ROC Area
0.891
0.891
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TABLE XV.

CONFUSION MATRIX OF THE B-MODEL

Forecast
YES
NO
618
78
107
589

 Classified as
YES
NO

Observed

B-model shows the performances on B_1YEAR+1 of
TABLE XVI, TABLE XVII, and TABLE XVIII.
TABLE XVI.

THE B-MODEL EVALUATION ON B_1YEAR+1

Total Number of Instances
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances

109
26

135
(80.74%)
(19.259%)

TABLE XVII. THE B-MODEL DETAILED ACCURACY BY CLASS
Class
YES
NO

TP Rate
0.828
0.75

FP Rate
0.25
0.172

Precision
0.881
0.614

ROC Area
0.814
0.814

TABLE XVIII. CONFUSION MATRIX OF THE B-MODEL ON B_1YEAR+1
Forecast
YES
NO
82
17
9
27

 Classified as
YES
NO

Observed

In this test we analyze the capability of the B-model,
when the instances FOG=”YES” is present, to predict in the
following hour the persistence of the condition FOG=”YES”
or the presence of the end of the fog events.
VI.

MODEL EVALUATION

Evaluation of the performance of a classification model
is based on the number of test records correctly and
incorrectly predicted by the model. Good results correspond
to large numbers along the main diagonal of the confusion
matrix and small, ideally zero, off-diagonal elements.
The confusion matrix of the A-model on A_1YEAR+1
Test Set shows 555 records incorrectly classified as “YES”
(TABLE XII), corresponding to 555 false positives instances
(555 recordings without fog incorrectly predicted as heads of
fog events). The TABLE XIX shows the distribution of such
False Positives by Month attribute. 74% of False Positive
instances occur in [September, January].
TABLE XIX.

DISTRIBUTION OF FALSE POSITIVES BY MONTH

# of records

Month

100
49
102
99
62
12
73
18
15
5
15
5
Tot=555

September 2013
October 2013
November 2013
December 2013
January 2014
February 2014
March 2014
April 2014
May 2014
June 2014
July 2014
August 2014

Total number of
hours in the month
720
744
720
744
744
672
744
720
744
720
744
744

The Figure 6 shows the histogram of False Positives by
Hour attribute. About 80% of False Positive instances occur
in [00:00, 09:00] (range of Hour attribute).
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Figure 6. Histogram of false positives by Hour attribute

In addition, about 75% of False Positive instances occur
when visibility ranges from [1200m, 4500m] (range of
Visibility attribute). About 70% of False Positives occur
when the ‘Height of base of cloud’ attribute is in [30m,
1000m] range and about 81% in [0kn, 7.77kn] range of
‘Wind speed’. Therefore, False Positives have higher
occurrence when these favorable meteorological conditions
for fog presence are recorded, as low wind speed intensity
and low cloud. The TABLE XX shows the distribution of
False Positives by ‘Present Weather’ attribute.
TABLE XX.

FALSE POSITIVES DISTRIBUTION BY ‘PRESENT WEATHER’
# of records
56
17
9
305
136
25
7
Tot=555

Present weather
Drizzle
Rain
Fog
Mist
No Meteors
Fog or Ice Fog
Patches

The histograms and the statistic distributions prove that
most of predicted false positives occur when the observed
visibility conditions are below 5 km due to the presence of
meteorological conditions that can reduce visibility (mist,
drizzle, rain or fog). It has been considered that the present
model considers only prediction of low visibility due to fog
presence, while there are also other physical sources causing
the reduction of the visibility. Therefore, even if these events
are classified as false positives for fog event presence
(because the observed visibility is greater than 1000 m), they
correctly classify the events being physically characterized
by low visibility conditions.
Furthermore, most of the incorrectly predictions occur
during months and hours often interested by fog events
(autumn and winter seasons, night and early hours of the
day), and during which a reduction of visibility conditions
occur.
Finally, the B-model performs worse than the A-model.
However, this evaluation does not worry us considering the
significant increase of flight safety.
Anyway, considering the difficulty of the prediction of
this atmospherical phenomenon results can be considered
very promising for further investigation.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper reports the description of a statistical tool to
forecast in a very rapid time the occurrence of low visibility
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events over the airport area. This method is essentially based
on the use of an historical time series of SYNOP data
available over Linate airport and on the DM techniques.
SYNOP are a meteorological data message available in
many airport, therefore the method can potentially be
extended easily to different other airports. Two different
classifiers have been trained in order to obtain two models
that together are able to predict fog events on 1 hour time
range. In order to reach this aim, the Data Understanding,
Data Preparation, Modeling and Evaluation phases of
CRISP-DM have been carried out.
Data Understanding phase included the collection,
description and exploration of data used for DM. Data
Preparation phase allowed to elaborate data in order to obtain
the dataset to be used for Modeling phase. In the Modeling
phase, two different forecasting models (A-model, B-model)
have been produced by applying BayesNet and Neural
Network algorithms. Preliminary results show that the two
models encourage the forecast of fog events on 1-hour time
range. A-model presents a percentage of correct classified
instances of 93.74% and a percentage of true positive rate of
about 73.2% corresponding to heads of fog events correctly
predicted. Additionally B-model presents a percentage of
correct classified instances of 80.74% and a percentage of
true positive rate of 75% corresponding to ends of fog events
correctly predicted. Furthermore, both models have a very
high percentage of correct classification of persistences of
FOG=”NO” and FOG=”YES”.
In addition, future investigations could quantify the
performances for detecting sharp transients, i.e., change of
status from no-fog to fog and vice versa.
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